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" Mehrer des Relches" of the spirit, as no other
German of the eighteenth century, who revealed the
meaning of Greece to the modern world.1 Herder
learned from Winckelmann; but he was more
deeply in the debt of Hamann; and Hamann had
already called for, not imitation of the Greeks, but
a tapping of the headsprings of antiquity. Herder
sought living gods in Greece, not marble images.
All Herder's voyages of discovery into the past of the
human spirit—and his whole life was spent in such
voyaging—were in search of a key to the present.
He was the first German thinker to invest the old
gods with a modern ethical ideal. Guardians of the
highest beauty they had been ; now they became the
champions of a new humanity. Herder combated
the age-long antagonism of the Christian faith to the
Greek mythology, by showing that both had their
appointed place in the development of humanity.
" Humanitat 1" Round this one word all Herder's
work ultimately crystallizes,
But there were many obstacles to the return of the
Olympians into German poetry. For a time, the
sturdier Germanic gods of the North threatened to
oust them; and the sudden rise to favour of the
northern mythology—our own poet Gray had,
perhaps, some share in it—is one of the most interest-
ing episodes of eighteenth-century development.3
The German poets for a brief spell donned bardic
robes and attuned their verses to northern strains;
the gods of the grove were ranged against the gods of
the temple on the hill With a 2eal that almost
1	jt woujd ke difficult to bring together from the thirty-two volumes of
Herder's works the many passages which have bearing on this matter.   The
reader is especially referred to Vom nemrn Gebrcwch der Myt&ologie, in the
Fragments (Werke, ed, Suphan, I, pp. 426 tT.);   the second *' Waldchen " on
Kioto's Homeriscbe Briefe [III, pp. 195 ff.); Journal miner Reise (IV, pp. 462 f£);
Denkmahl Johann Winckdmanns (VIII, pp. 437$.); and, above all, the Briefs
%ur Beforderung der Bumanitat (XVII, XVIII), and the section on the Greeks
in Ideen %ur fbitosophie der Geschichte dcr Mensfbbeit (XIV, pp, 92 tT,).
2	Cp. the series of studies by P, van Tieghem on La Mymlogie et Pancienne
potsie scandinaves dans la literature europfanm au XVIIIs siede, in Edda, XI-
XIII, 1919-20.

